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Credits for the course: 

• written final exam



Course description

1. Basic laws in circuit theory: voltage and current Kirchoff's

laws. Real circuit and its mathematical model, Thevenin and 

Norton theorem.

2. Linear and non-linear passive components and active 

elements of analog circuits. The basic principles, theorems elements of analog circuits. The basic principles, theorems 

and methods in the analysis of DC and AC circuits.

3. Transients, analysis in time and frequency domain (Laplace 

transform). Two-ports and their description using the 

matrices: Z, Y, H, A, etc., and S.

4. Nonlinear circuits and small signal analysis.



Electric Circuit

� Nodes represent wires

� Wires represent equipotentials



Charge

single electron 1.602*10-19 C

one Coulomb 6.24*10+18 electrons

measured in Coulombs (C)



Current
Alternating current

(AC)
Direct current

(DC)

IIi(t)

� Unit is Ampere (A), is one Coulomb/second

dt

dq
i ≡

Time domain Symbolic domain



Voltage

Alternating current
(AC)

Direct current
(DC)

� The SI unit is the Volt [V].

Time domain Symbolic domain

UUu(t)



Power

� P real power in watts [W]

� Q reactive power in volt-ampere-reactive [VAR]

� |S| apparent power in Volt-amper [VA]

S complex power� S complex power



AC vs. DC circuits

Direct Current (DC)

is a current that remains 
constant with time

Time varying current

time

Time varying current

A current that varies 
sinusoidally with time  is 
called Alternating 
Current (AC)

time

time



AC analysis

Imax is the amplitude of the signal,

ω is angular frequency and is related to the physical frequency ω= 2πf,

φ is the phase angle in degrees or radians that the waveform has shifted either left 
or right from the reference point.



AC analysis - phase shift

Two Sinusoidal Waveforms – “in-phase”
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AC analysis - phase shift

Lagging Phase Difference
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AC analysis - phase shift

Leading Phase Difference
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AC analysis – cosine wave



AC analysis – root mean square 

(RMS) value

For the sinusoidal waveform:



AC analysis phasors



Phasor Diagram of a Sinusoidal 

Waveform



Complex Amplitude



Complex Amplitude

Complex Amplitude



Complex reprezentation for AC signal

Amplitude
|Y|=Am

Phase
Arg(Y)=β

Complex amplitude:
Amplitude
|Y|=Am

Phase
Arg(Y)=α

Complex reprezentation of sine signal:



Rectangular form of complex amplitude

Polar form Rectangular form

Example:

Signal in time domain

Complex amplitude

Polar form Rectangular form



Converting from complex amplitude to 

time domain

or
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Phasor Diagram of a Sinusoidal 

Waveform
� Phasor –

� scaled line

� „frozen” at some point in time

� Positive is anti-clockwise rotation.

� phasor diagram show the relation between currents 
and voltages in phase and magnitude. 



Phasor Diagram of a Sinusoidal Waveform

- Examples



Basic circuit elements - resistor

resistance

where
ρ is the resistivity of the material, 
L is the length of the resistor, 
A is the cross-sectional area of the resistor

Conductance

r
G

1=





Basic circuit elements - inductor

Inductance



Basic circuit elements – inductor (2)

currentvoltage

power



Basic circuit elements - capacitor

Where 
ε is the permittivity of the dielectric material 
between the plates,
A is the surface area of each plate,
d is the distance between the plates.

Capacitance C



Basic circuit elements – capacitor (2)

voltagecurrent

charge voltage

power 


